
How can I estimate the benefit of a tree on  
air quality ?

Be a tree detective…let’s look for the Data

Scarlet Oak -Quercus coccinea 
Has magnificent, brilliant red color of its autumn leaves.
The official tree of Washington D.C. 11/08/1960
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Meet Your Tree

I notice…I wonder…

Images: iTree Design, Missouri 
Department of Conservation

What do you notice about this tree’s characteristics? Remember, you are a tree detective!
Example: I notice I sneeze when this tree starts to bloom. I wonder if I am allergic to its flowers…

Why this tree? The tree with these characteristics or features is very common in 
Washington DC. It is the US National tree, and a cousin of DC’s state tree.

Acorn is the fruit 
of the oak tree.

Flower of the oak tree.

This tree is a Northern Red Oak. The oak 
family, or genus, is a large one, with red 
and white oak cousins.

The Northern Red Oak has a Latin name, 
Quercus rubra, so scientists around the 
world know that they are talking about the 
same tree species*.  

What do you want to know about this tree? 
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Meet Your Tree: Quercus Rubra, or Northern Red Oak

Arborists take measurements and make observations when doing in an inventory.* 
They then use a model* to determine the benefits of certain species.

One thing arborists* measure is the trees height, like a doctor would 
measure your height to make sure you are growing! 

Let’s ask a fellow arborist, Paul, to stand by your tree so you can get an 
approximate measurement of the tree. Now visualize stacking Paul on 
top of himself until you get to the top of the tree. This red oak is 5 Pauls
tall.

If Paul is 6 feet tall, how tall is this red oak in feet? ** 

*Inventory : is a list of all the trees in a park or neighborhood or in W ashington D.C.. Casey Trees does tree inventories which is 

why they know that we have approximately ? 2.5 million Trees . There are approximately  2,500, 000 trees in W ashington D.C. 
*M odel: is a representation usually on a smaller scale.
*Arborist:  a person who takes care of trees
** answer: 30 feet

What observations can we make about this tree that will helps us identify the 
benefits this tree will provides*? ex: tree growth, tree health, exposure to 
sunlight
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Meet Your Tree: Quercus Rubra, or Northern Red Oak
Arborists take measurements when doing an inventory then they use a model to 
determine the benefits of certain species.

Remember measuring diameter as a tree 
detective? The diameter helps arborists 
determine a relative age of a tree. You can use 
the circumference of a tree to calculate the trunk 
diameter.

diameter

Circumference

Diameter= Circumference ÷ 3.14

***_________= ____________ ÷ 3.14

You measure a circumference of 32 inches

*DBH= Diameter at Breast Height
** A tree grows a ring every year it is alive! Looking at a tree trunk can tell us how old a tree is. 

How old is this tree? What story could this tree tell us?
If humans were like trees and added a ring every year. How many rings would you have?
Take a paper plate and create your tree cookie. You can label your tree rings with life milestones.   
Ex. I was born…my sister was born at my third ring…I started school at my fifth ring…

We call this a tree cookie. Yum! 

*** 10 inches in diam eter
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iTree Design  

• You input your 
measurements of the 
Oak into iTree Design 
app and “plant” the 
Oak tree. 

i-Tree Design is an application https://design.itreetools.org/ that enables  students to estimate the benefits provided by individual trees. By typing in location, 
species, tree size, the sun exposure and tree health, a student can see the benefits the tree provides how much carbon it takes up, air quality improvements, and 
how much stormwater it absorbs.

Each horizontal tab is a different benefit. 

Vertical tabs 
Represents years.

. 

Pie chart tells us 
different parts of 
the data.

How much money does your oak tree save the city in 2020? 
How much will it save in 10 years? 
What part of the pie chart on the left is the largest piece? In that case, what benefit 
is this tree best at?
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iTree Design
Let’s pretend that you 
measure another tree. 
It’s the same species 
Quercus rubra and size, 
same sun exposure but
it is in poor health. 
Will the benefits be 
more, less, or the same
as the first tree? 

Why do you think that 
is?
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https://design.itreetools.org/


Cleaner Air, Tree by Tree

*Interception: the action of slowing  water 

from  reaching its destination.

*CO2 capture: Trees capture and 
store carbon in the trunks, branches, 
foliage, and roots  ( biom ass) of a tree.

*Absorption: take in or soak up

BREAKDOW N ENVIRONM ENTAL BENEFIT

Storm Water Interception gallons

CO 2 Capture Pounds (lbs)

Air Pollutant Absorption Pounds (lbs)

How many gallons of rainfall will this red oak intercept? Record this in your 
table.
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Cleaner Air, Tree by Tree
579

BREAKDOW N ENVIRONM ENTAL BENEFIT

Storm Water Interception gallons

CO 2 Capture Pounds (lbs)

Air Pollutant Absorption Pounds (lbs)

There are two numbers on this 
page. What do they mean?

Since we are looking at “Current 
Year,” the first number is the 
amount of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 
that this tree reduces this year. 

The second number is “To Date,” 
or the cumulative amount of CO2 
this tree has captured. Given this 
tree’s trunk diameter, this tree 
may be up to 75 years old! This 
tree has stored over one thousand 
pounds of carbon, a component of 
CO2, in its lifetimeHow many pounds of Carbon dioxide will this tree capture this year? Record 

this in your table.
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Cleaner Air, Tree by Tree
579

124

BREAKDOW N ENVIRONM ENTAL BENEFIT

Storm Water Interception gallons

CO 2 Capture Pounds (lbs)

Air Pollutant Absorption Pounds (lbs)

How many pounds of air pollutants will this tree remove this year? Record 
this in your table.

What pollutant does this tree remove the most of? What is the highest bar 
on the graph?
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Cleaner Air, Tree by Tree 579

124

0.6

BREAKDOW N ENVIRONM ENTAL BENEFIT

Storm Water 
Interception

gallons

CO 2 Capture Pounds (lbs)

Air Pollutant Absorption Pounds (lbs)

Now that we’ve recorded our data, let’s apply it to our urban forest. Think of 
the clean air trees provide!
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In 10 Years

Look at the chart on the left. Do benefits increase, decrease, or stay the 
same over time? Why do you think that happens?

Answer Key

Meet Your Tree
● The tree is 30 feet tall
● The diameter of a tree with a 31.4 

inch circumference is 10 inches.

iTree Design
● This tree saves $12 for the city this 

year
● In 10 years, this tree will save the city 

$18. Benefits increase.
● This tree is best at improving air 

quality. It also provides food for 
hundreds of butterflies!

● A tree in poor health offers fewer 
benefits than a healthy tree.

Congratulations, Tree Detective!

7,472
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1,615

BREAKDOW N ENVIRONM ENTAL BENEFIT

Storm Water 
Interception

gallons

CO 2 Capture Pounds (lbs)

Air Pollutant Absorption Pounds (lbs)
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We need your tree detective skills!

• Write your story as a tree! 

• Create a tree cookie for your life. Notice how tree rings can be
impacted by major events.

• If you love trees, write a poem like this one!

• Draw a beautius tree as a metaphor (representation) of your life. 
Roots-where you come from.
Ground-what do you do daily
Trunk-your skills and values
Branches- your hopes dreams and wishes.
Leaves- people and pets in your life
Seeds and Fruits –your legacy 

• Email us your work at cleanerairtreebytree@gmail.com
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https://www.arborday.org/trees/ringsLivingForest.cfm
https://gallery.travelingstanzas.com/project/thank-you-tree
http://gmail.com

